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BRONZALLURE
BOOTH 2700 

Company Profile: 
The primary objective of Bronzallure is to offer an inimitable style collection 
interpreted by a product with a real lifestyle. Each jewel is characterized 
by an unmistakable timeless appeal and is designed to add a touch of 
liveliness and surprising elegance to everyday life. The iconic design of 
the accessories, enclosed in a refined and casual product at the same 
time, represents in an absolutely inimitable way the soul of every jewel. All 
Bronzallure jewels are 100% made in Italy, hypo allergic, Nickel free and 
Cadmium free and are characterized by a unique comfort in wearability.

Materials: 
Golden rosè, natural gems, freshwater pearls

Type Of Product: 
YES private label 
Brands: Bronzallure

Retail Price Range: 
average price 120 $

Target distribution: 
retailers > 20 stores, wholesalers, chain store, TV channels

Contacts: 
+39 02 809061
maketing@bronzallure.it 
www.bronzallure.it



CAMEO ITALIANO
BOOTH 3200 

Company Profile: 
Cameo Italiano is a brand born from the family Di Luca after 3 generations 
experience producing the most beautiful hand carved cameos on shells, 
respectful of Italian art history. 35 artists from Torre del Greco, working 
exclusively for the brand, reinvented cameo jewelry design with a foot in 
the tradition and the other in a world where boundaries between classic 
jewelry and modern fashion are dissolved.

Materials: 
shell cameos hand made, silver, gold

Type Of Product: 
NO private label
Brands: Cameo Italiano

Retail Price Range: 
from 100 $ to 1,000 $

Target distribution: 
retailers, chain stores, tv channels, online brand retail

Contacts: 
+39 0823 835200
gioielli@cameoitaliano.it
www.cameoitaliano.it



DEMETRA
BOOTH 2901 

Company Profile: 
Demetra was created with the aim of creating a collection of timeless and 
accessible products while preserving the Made in Italy high quality. Our 
range of products caters to all types of audiences by combining everyday 
use and luxury. Handicrafts are becoming increasingly rare and, as a result, 
increasingly expensive. Providing the finest quality at a competitive price is 
the core of DEMETRA’s philosophy. All is supported by our attention on the 
presentation aimed at helping the costumers to optimize their purchasing 
experience.

Materials: 
Gold, platinum diamonds precious stones

Type Of Product: 
NO private label
Brands: Demetra

Retail Price Range: 
from 50 $ to 10,000 $

Target distribution: 
retailers,  wholesalers, chain store
looking for a distributor 

Contacts: 
+37 797708734
demetra@monaco.mc
www.demetragioielli.com



DIAMALI
BOOTH 2901 

Company Profile: 
The first Jewels Made in Italy  and Handmade Diamonds. DIAMALI is a brand 
of Made in Italy jewels manufactured in 18 Kt Gold and diamonds created 
in the Laboratory  IGI – LGD certificates. In Diamali, we firmly believe in 
the attention to the environment and respect for our future. We Offer a 
Possible Jewel (Fancy Color) Usable with a new 4E concept to be added 
to the classic 4C system. Diamali offers the consumer the opportunity to 
exhibit an elegant jewel with a Plus of Ecologicality. DIAMALI Jewels are 
proposed to an attentive audience - The Millennials - of high cultural level 
- Fancy Color.

Materials: 
Gold, lab diamonds IGI

Type Of Product: 
NO private label
Brands: Diamali (With Syntetic Diamonds)

Retail Price Range: 
from 300 $ to 10,000 $

Target distribution: 
retailers,  wholesalers, chain store 
looking for a distributor 

Contacts: 
+37 797708734
demetra@monaco.mc
www.demetragioielli.com



F. COZZOLINO PEARLING
BOOTH 2900 

Company Profile: 
Australian, Thaitian, Japanease cultured pearl supplies for jewelry wholesalers 
and manufacturers.

Materials: 
Australian, Tahitian, Japanease pearl strings, gold

Type Of Product: 
YES private label
Brands: Cozzolino Pearling

Retail Price Range: 
earrings from 300 $ to 500 $
necklaces from 3,000 $ to 5,000 $

Target distribution: 
stores, jewellery producers

Contacts: 
+39 08231645015
info@fcpearling.com
www.francescocozzolinopearling.com



FOURLINE GROUP
BOOTH 3100 

Company Profile: 
Our company was born in Vicenza in 1996, now we have more than 45 
employees with individual tasks which make up the production chains. 
We look to our clients, wholesalers and big distributors, with a production 
completely developed in our factory, starting from design, the prototype, 
the gold melting, and step by step until the finishing and quality control. 
The know-how of the company is the result of many years of work, built day 
by day by many people and their experience, combined with the newest 
technologies. The traditional processing technique is defined as lost wax, 
nowadays we support machine and laser cutting and 3D prototype.

Materials: 
Gold, one line with zirconia and semi-precious stones, one line with diamonds 
and precious stones

Type Of Product: 
YES private label
NO Brand

Retail Price Range: 
sold by weight (9-14-18 kt)

Target distribution: 
retailers > 20 stores, wholesalers, chain store

Contacts: 
+39 0444 914385
info@fourline.it
www.fourline.it



GRAZIELLA GROUP/BRACCIALINI
BOOTH 2703 

Company Profile: 
Graziella Luxury is an international leader in the world of fashion and luxury 
made in Italy. Thanks to its innovation, creativity and technology, Graziella 
Luxury is able to combine the Italian goldsmith tradition to a contemporary 
style. Our highly stylistic collections satisfy the latest fashion trends of the 
most diversified marketplaces: gold, silver and bronze jewelry are now 
flanked by bags, wrist watches, belts and other jeweled accessories for 
trendy women and men.

Materials: 
Silver,natural stones, silk. One line is in bronze.
All the jewellery lines are combined with the leather goods.

Type Of Product: 
NO private label
Brands: Graziella/Braccialini

Retail Price Range: 
from 350 $  to 600 $

Target distribution: 
retailers > 50 stores, chain stores

Contacts: 
+39 0575 32641
info@graziellaluxury.it
www.graziellaluxury.it



ITALGOLD
BOOTH 2900 

Company Profile: 
ITALGOLD Italy, with more than 50 years experience, is mainly focused 
on the production of fine finished jewelry and mountings and offers to its 
worldwide customers a complete production service, starting from the 
design and delivering the jewels finished and set. Every piece of jewelry 
follows precise steps inside the company, each of it aiming to reach high 
standards of quality. ITALGOLD supplies diamonds that are strictly conflict 
free and respect the Kimberly process.

Materials: 
Gold, platinum, titanium,  precious stones, diamonds, semi-precius stones

Type Of Product: 
YES private label 
Brands: Italgold

Retail Price Range: 
from 100 $ to 10,000 $

Target distribution: 
retailers, chain stores, wholesalers, tv channels

Contacts: 
+39 0131 924797
italgold@italgold.it
www.italgold.it



KRIA GIOIELLI/VOGA GIOIELLI
BOOTH 3101 

Company Profile: 
KRIA GIOIELLI always still stands out for the quality of its products, all 
handcrafted and rigorously 100% MADE IN ITALY. Elegant and sporty, the 
KRIA collections translates and realises jewels for modern and successful 
women and men of the world. In each collection, the softness of rubber  
contrasts the toughness of diamonds, set in yellow, pink or white gold, 
in perfect combinations Bracelets, classic necklaces, chains, chains 
enriched with original crosses or bold pendants,  cufflinks reflect the virility, 
refinement and precious nature of the man’s collections in particular. 

Materials: 
Gold, precious stones, rubber

Type Of Product: 
YES private label for VOGA
YES private label for KRIA
Brands: Kria Gioielli

Retail Price Range: 
from 1,000 $ to 15,000 for KRIA
from 1,000 $ to 600,000 for VOGA

Target distribution: 
retailers > 10 stores 

Contacts: 
+39 02 867569
info@vogagioielli.com
www.kriagioielli.com 



LAURENT GANDINI
BOOTH 2803 

Company Profile: 
Laurent Gandini’s collections are Made in Milan, Italy by a network of 
local workshop that guarantee the highest level of execution and technical 
handcraft ability. A world full of tales and symbolizes, that has by now 
disappeared in a span of few generations, but which is capable to evoke 
new forms and shapes thanks to its inexhaustible rich repertoire through an 
essential representation of patterns and decorations recalling the lightness 
of laces, the preciousness of embroideries and the simplicity of flowers.

Materials: 
Gold, silver, semi-precious stones, precious stones

Type Of Product: 
NO private label 
Brands:  Laurent Gandini

Retail Price Range: 
from $ 100 to 250 $ for the silvercollection, from $ 300 to 600 $ up to 1.200 for 
the gold collection

Target distribution: 
retailers > 50 stores, chain stores

Contacts: 
+39 02 90723449
info@laurentgandini.com
www.laurentgandini.com



LUCA RIGON
BOOTH 3000 

Company Profile: 
High quality products able to reflect, preserve and convey emotions, 
memories and feelings:  three collections of jewelry that combines innovation 
with tradition and brings together experiences and skills in a unique flow of 
creativity and the pursuit of elegance where the use of precious stones such 
as emeralds, sapphires and rubies are skillfully merged with the exclusive 
characteristics of yellow and pink 18 Kt gold.

Materials: 
Gold, precious stones

Type Of Product: 
YES private label 
Brands:  Luca Rigon

Retail Price Range: 
from 500 $ to 4,000 $

Target distribution: 
retailers  < 10 stores

Contacts: 
+39 347 9755928
l.rigon@lucarigon.com
www.lucarigon.com



MILOR
BOOTH 2700 

Company Profile: 
The jewels of the Milor Gold collection combine rigorous Italian design 
together with craftsmanship original and exclusive. The line includes gold 
creations, with minimal shapes, very light in portability and enriched with 
Cubic Zirconia. The collection consists of a large variety of sets, accessories 
with glossy, enameled and bicolor aesthetic (yellow gold and white gold). 
From the excellent quality and affordable prices, the Milor Gold line gives 
every jewel timeless elegance and exclusive style.

Materials: 
Gold, natural stones

Type Of Product: 
YES private label 
Brands:  Mistero By Albert M., Bianca Milano, Soave Oro, Etrusca, Duo, 
Fiorenza, Maperle, Words, 950Milano, Modora Milano

Retail Price Range: 
average price 120 $

Target distribution: 
retailers > 20 stores, wholesalers, chain store, TV channels

Contacts: 
+39 02 809061
marketing@bronzallure.it
www.milor.com



MIORO 
BOOTH 3101

Company Profile: 
Mioro was founded in 2012, a company dedicated to the trade of precious stones, 
operating both on the Italian and international market. Deep connoisseurs of the 
Italian producers, we sell the best products of Italian companies.

Materials: 
gold, silver

Type Of Product: 
YES private label
NO brand

Retail Price Range: 
sold by weight (10-14-18 kt)

Target distribution: 
retailers, wholesalers, chain stores

Contacts: 
+39 02 36632425
info@mioroitaly.it
www.mioroitaly.it



OSIGEM/FOREVER UNIQUE
BOOTH 3003 

Company Profile: 
Classic collections that highlight the perfection of the diamonds to create 
timeless pieces. There are also more contemporary Designs for those 
who like to keep up with the times. Craftsmanship, exclusively made in 
Italy, forges each piece of Forever Unique hand-crafted jewellery with the 
traditional excellence of Italian goldsmiths jewelry. The Forever Unique 
collections are designed to last forever because of their distinctive design, 
the most suitable for beautiful diamonds and precious stones. For Forever 
Unique the certification is an important choice, therefore it also offers 
diamonds engraved and certified by Gemological Institute of America and 
by IIDGR to De Beers Group of companies, important quality certifications 
that make our collections unique. In the last years, the brand’s offer has 
expanded with the introduction of gems, especially sapphires, rubies and 
emeralds, making the brand more varied.

Materials: 
Gold, precious stones diamonds

Type Of Product: 
YES private label 
Brands:  Forever Unique

Retail Price Range: 
from 500 $ to 6,000 $

Target distribution: 
retailers  > 10 stores

Contacts: 
+39 02 875745
info@osigem.com
www.foreverunique.it



PININFARINA/SIGNATURE 
BOOTH 3001 

Company Profile: 
The passion for creative talent, the  search for innovation, the care about 
handcrafted quality and made in Italy. The cooperation between Pininfarina 
and NapkinForever does not change the values and principles that brought 
it to worldwide success over the last years, but broadens horizons and 
ambitions and gives them a new name: Pininfarina Segno. The Pininfarina 
Segno project represents an approach unique of its kind, acting as a 
laboratory for developing excellence, dedicated to the promising sector of 
writing and accessories.

Materials: 
Jewellery: gold, silver, precious stones.
Pens: gold, silver, precious stones, wood and alloys.  

Type Of Product: 
YES private label 
Brands:  Pininfarina

Retail Price Range: 
starting price 200 $, average price 700 $

Target distribution: 
retailers > 10 stores
looking for distributors

Contacts: 
+39 0544 590510
export@pininfarinasegno.it
www.pininfarinasegno.it



SANNA
BOOTH 3203

Company Profile: 
The distinctive and precious jewellery products of Sanna Gioielli are characterised 
by the wise signature use of the local coral. The finely carved metal is graced with 
the knowledge of 30 years of experience. Each piece possesses the charismatic 
nature, exclusive compositions of amazing beauty enriched with gold and precious 
stones.

Materials: 
gold, coral

Type Of Product:  
YES private label
BRANDS: Sanna

Retail Price Range: 
from 100 $ to 6 ,000 $

Target distribution: 
retailers, wholesalers

Contacts:  
+39 0783 468803
sanna@sannagioielli.it
www.sannagioielli.it



VERDI
BOOTH 2903 

Company Profile: 
For 2019, the lifestyle seen through a new collection made of a distinctly 
made in Italy. The new collection for 2019 is divided into two main 
sections: one will continue the coral and turquoise trend which is still 
much appreciated, and the other will be more classic and diamond-based, 
but always with a VERDI touch. Our jewels are thought and made for a 
modern, financially independent woman who still loves to feel emotions 
when she sees a beautiful piece, but who can also appreciate Italian high 
quality manufacturing. Since our jewelry is very exclusive, we usually don’t 
go for quantity, but for quality, and so in the cities where we are present we 
don’t have more than one, maximum two partners. Sometimes even one 
per country.

Materials: 
Gold, precious stones diamonds.

Type Of Product: 
NO private label 
Brands: Verdi

Retail Price Range: 
from 5,000 $, average price 13,000 $

Target distribution: 
retailers  > 10 stores

Contacts: 
 +39 0131 927294
info@verdigioielli.com
www.verdigioielli.com



DISCLAIMER 

Tutti i diritti sono riservati a Italian Exhibition Group S.p.A. 
I destinatari del Buyers Book non devono segnatamente modificare, 
copiare, trasmettere, distribuire, riprodurre, pubblicare, mettere sotto 
licenza, trasferire e/o utilizzare per creare opere derivate, per fini 
commerciali, le informazioni, i testi, i grafici, le immagini ottenuti 
dal presente documento e/o parti di esso, senza aver ottenuto 
preliminarmente il consenso scritto di Italian Exhibition Group S.p.A.
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